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ABOUT THE
COMPANY
We provide proven solutions
for managing waste.
Innovation and best practice make Envirograde one of
the leading waste management businesses in Africa. We
approach waste streams with an integrated, cross-platform
strategy to treat and dispose of waste in a way that meets
the needs of our clients and our environmental goals.
Our solutions are:
• Sustainable
• Cost-effective
• Fully Compliant
• Environmentally Conscious
• Competitively priced
Envirograde was established in 2007 and every day our
hardworking staff commit to delivering the highest standards
of customer service. As a result of this attitude of excellence,
Envirograde has grown to service clients from all over South
Africa.
Prioritising Sustainability
The future of waste management will depend on our ability
to treat waste as a resource and not as an inconvenience.
To achieve this vision, Envirograde is committed to
prioritising sustainability in the strategies and solutions we
devise. We also look for ways to educate and empower
local communities on recycling and waste management
initiatives.

Providing Ethical Solutions
Our mission is to be a responsible waste solution provider.
We use inert waste streams as alternative fuel sources by
composting and recycling materials wherever possible. By
micro-managing all the waste streams generated by our
client, we can and we do make a difference.
Delivering Value
Envirograde has a simple set of goals that guide us in
delivering value to everyone we partner with, including the
environment.
At Envirograde we strive to:
• Manage every client’s waste portfolio effectively
• Prevent pollution and environmental destruction
• Promote conversation of precious resources
• Seek out new and sustainable ways to manage waste
Ultimately, we believe it is necessary to strike a balance
between protecting the environment and supporting
economic and social development.

one of the leading
waste management
businesses in Africa.
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SERVICES
From classification to transportation, Envirograde offers a
full-service waste management solution. At every step, our
aim is to divert as much waste as possible from landfills.
We achieve this by employing best practices and following
proven process for managing waste.
Here are the services we offer:
Legal Compliance
To ensure that you remain compliant with the legislation
that governs the South African Waste Management
industry, we combine our in-depth knowledge of the law
with years of industry experience. If amendments or new
bills are passed that could affect your waste management
strategy, we’ll be the first to know about.

Effluent Treatment
As part of our efforts to attain zero waste to landfills,
Envirograde offers alternatives for the disposal of liquid
waste. Our specialist effluent treatment division works
with liquid waste generators to develop and implement
biological, physical and chemical processes to manage
inorganic, acid, caustic and oil-based liquid streams.
Baling Service
Save space, cut down on transport costs and reduce your
carbon footprint with Envirograde’s mobile baling service.
You can lease a compact baling machine for use on site
at your premises and enjoy all the benefits of a service
designed to save you time and money.

On Site Waste Management
A properly managed waste management system is a
cost-effective one. When waste is correctly separated
at the source, it reduces the risk of cross-contamination
(particularly for hazardous waste streams) and maximises
the diversion of waste from landfills.

Waste Logistics
To aid our clients in managing their waste efficiently,
Envirograde advises on everything from waste collection
and storage to transportation and legal compliance.
Solutions are devised to suit each client’s individual
requirements while at the same time, reducing costs and
increasing efficiency. This includes the destruction and safe
disposal of both hazardous and non-hazardous waste in a
safe and environmentally friendly manner.

Envirograde provides a full on site waste management
service that utilises modern equipment and qualified
personnel to deliver an economical and streamlined waste
management solution.

Every Envirograde vehicle is linked to a real-time
monitoring system to maintain the security and efficiency
of our service. Full and accurate reporting forms part of our
commitment to running a transparent and ethical business.

Envirograde offers a
full-service waste
management solution.
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comprehensive waste
management services.

AdditionaL Services
We offer a range of additional services in addition to our
comprehensive waste management services.
PLANT AND EQUIPMENT HIRE
Rent specialised equipment such as tub grinders,
shredders and power sieves on a daily or monthly basis
with a full maintenance contract directly from Envirograde.
HIGH PRESSURE CLEANING
For the effective removal of material deposits without using
chemicals, our high pressure cleaning systems are ideal.
A high-pressure jet of water can dislodge all types from
surfaces safely and effectively.
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT
Managing the disposal of hazardous waste not only calls
for specialised equipment and knowledge. It also requires
an innovative approach, which is precisely what we offer
along with years of experience.
TANK CLEANING AND CONFINED SPACE
OPERATIONS
You need the right equipment and qualified, trained
people to clean out tanks – often considered a highrisk job. Envirograde will not only supply you with the
right personnel and equipment, we’ll get full clearance
beforehand.
STRUCTURAL DEDUSTING
Removing fine particles of dust from industrial spaces
such as factories, production equipment and power
stations is another example of waste management that
requires special equipment. Envirograde will carry out your
structural dedusting with care and precision using the latest
technologies available.
DEMOLITION AND SITE CLEARING
Due to the hazardous nature of this type of work,
Envirograde employs an integrative approach, prioritising
the safety of all personnel and the environment.

POWER SHREDDING
Shredding waste reduces its volume and makes it easier
and cheaper to transport. Envirograde will supply you
with a self-sufficient power shredder to suit the materials
you wish to shred on your premises. This is also the ideal
solution for safely disposing of confidential goods.
GREEN BUILDING WASTE MANAGEMENT
We process builders’ rubble and divert it from landfills to
be re-used in the construction industry. Not only does this
benefit the environment, it is a valuable service to our
clients in the construction industry.
INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SERVICES
Industrial and commercial clients can rely on Envirograde
to supply a cleaning and maintenance service. We
separate waste as early in the process as possible to
reduce the risk of cross contamination and the additional
costs of double-handling waste.
WASTE STREAM CLASSIFICATION
Before you can dispose of waste material, you need to
identify and classify it. Then, you need to follow the right
procedures to dispose of it in an efficient way that is both
cost-effective and environmentally friendly. Let us assist
you with your waste stream classification and advise you
on proper waste disposal practices.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENTS
Our years on experience is the waste management
system make Envirograde a trusted partner for carrying out
in-depth and fair environmental impact assessments.
WASTE LICENCE APPLICATION & REPORTING
Any business that plans on storing, recycling, re-using,
treating, or disposing of waste, needs a waste licence.
Envirogarde can assist you with the application for a
waste licence and with the necessary reports that are
required by law.
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APPROACH

Our Waste Management Model
To start, we audit every waste generator’s site with the
aim of reducing, reusing, recycling, recovering and finally
disposing of particular waste streams.

The Envirograde Approach to
Waste Management
Envirograde, as a member of the Institute of Waste
Management South Africa (IWMSA) fully supports its aim to Legal Compliance: The Four Client-Based Tiers
promote best practice in all aspects of waste management. At each of the four tiers in our client-based business model,
Envirograde ensures legal compliance.
It’s why we’ve chose ‘Best Practicable Environmental
Option’ as our motto.
Those tiers are; Generators, Storage Facilities,
Transporters and Reuse/Recycling/Treatment & Disposal
A promise to you and the environment. We guarantee that
Facilities.
80%, and more, of your company waste profile will be
diverted in a sustainable manner.
Generators
These are steps and procedures we follow to ensure waste
We make this promise as part of our drive to achieve Zero
generators are legally compliant:
Waste to Landfill. To achieve this goal, we’ve partnered
with established institutions that process the waste we
• Identify waste constituents and concentrations in waste
manage and stop it ending up in landfills.
streams and the process responsible for creating the
waste
Most Desirable
• Classify all waste streams
• Label each waste storage container clearly
Reduce
• Record volumes of waste by type and storage
Re-Use
container, note when containers leave the site and their
destination along with permits, waste classification,
Recycle/Compost
manifest documents and dangerous goods declarations
Recover/Energy from waste
• Conduct risk assessment for handling and storage
• Compile Safety Data Sheets for hazardous waste
Disposal/Landfill
streams
•
Implement a waste management plan detailing how
Least Desirable
waste is management according to the hierarchy of
waste management.
• Implement waste management training for staff and
contractors
• Audit internal waste management procedures
In addition the steps above, Envirograde ensures that
generators comply with the following legal requirements:
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•
•
•
•

National Environment Management Waste Act
(NEM:WA), including registering on The South African
Waste Information System (SAWIS)
Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA)
Relevant SANS codes
All provincial regulations and local government by-laws

Storage Facilities
As a storage facility for waste, Envirograde will ensure
that your listed activities have basic or full environmental
assessments and comply with the following laws:
•
•
•
•
•

National Environment Management Waste Act
(NEM:WA)
Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA)
The Hazardous Substances Act and Regulations
Relevant SANS codes
All provincial regulations and local government by-laws

Envirograde will audit your internal processes and it is of
the utmost importance that any transporter is authorised to
deliver waste.
Reuse/ Recycling/ Treatment & Disposal Facilities.
At the final step in the waste management cycle all
providers must have basic or full environment assessments
and comply with the following laws:
•
•
•
•

National Environment Management Waste Act
(NEM:WA)
Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA)
Relevant SANS codes
All provincial regulations and local government by-laws

All internal procedures will be audited by Envirograde.

In addition to the above, Envirograde will audit your internal
procedures.
Transporters
As with those who generate and store waste, transporters
are required to manage the waste they transport in a
responsible manner. To do that, they must comply with the
following laws:
•
•
•
•
•

National Road Traffic Act (NRTA) Chapter VIII and
any other regulations or requirements pertaining to
operating licenses, vehicle and driver requirements.
All provincial regulations and government by-laws
National Environment Management Waste Act,
including registering on The South African Waste
Information System (SAWIS)
Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA)
Relevant SANS codes

We guarantee that 80%, and
more, of your company waste
profile will be diverted in a
sustainable manner.
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SUMMARY

•
•
•
•
•

Innovative
Sustainable
Cost-Effective
Ethical and Environmentally Friendly
Legally Compliant

The prevention and
avoidance of the
production of waste
especially hazardous
waste through
product innovation
and sometimes by
regulations.

The economic reduction
of waste volumes by
means of different
processes or innovative
technologies.

Six Integral Environmental Standards
Partner with Envirograde and you will achieve the following
six integral environmental standards:
1. Prevention & Avoidance
Product innovation and regulations are used to prevent
and even avoid the production of waste, especially
hazardous waste.

The recovery &
reutilisation of valuable
resources from various
waste streams.
The treatment of
waste to reduce
volumes and allow
for the reclassification
of certain hazardous
waste streams.

2. Economic Reduction of
Waste Volumes
Once again, innovative technologies and processes aid
in reducing waste volumes as much as possible.
3. Recovery & Reutilisation of
Resources
Valuable resources such as minerals and metals
can be reclaimed from waste streams and reused or
repurposed.

The environmentally
safe, cost effective
disposal of waste.

4. Reclassification of Waste Streams
Treatment of waste not only aids in reducing the volume
of waste, but also allows for the reclassification of certain
hazardous waste streams.

Fully integrated
environmental reporting.
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When it comes to waste management solutions that are
best for your business and the environment, Envirograde
sets the standard.
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5. Environmentally Safe & CostEffective Disposal
Once waste has been classified, the volume reduced,
valuable resources recovered and recycled, the
final step is to dispose of what remains. Envirograde
undertakes to ensure that as much waste is diverted
from landfills and is disposed of in a cost-effective
manner that does as little harm to the environment as
possible.
6. Fully Integrated
Environmental Reporting
Finally, every detail of the waste management process
is captured and used to generate a fully integrated
report. Envirograde’s online reporting tool is an
added convenience for tracking the performance
and calculating the value of a comprehensive waste
management system.

INTEGRAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
STANDARDS
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Our slogan is ‘Best Practicable Environmental Option’ as
it captures our intentions to provide waste management
solutions that employ best practices to deliver solutions
that are:

CONTACT US TODAY
For more information on the waste management
solutions we offer, please contact our head office.
Head Office
Email: sales@envirograde.co.za
Phone: +27 83 566 2615

Departments
Sales: sales@envirograde.co.za
Bookings: bookings@envirograde.co.za
Administration: admin@envirograde.co.za
Management: martin@envirograde.co.za
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